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INTRGDUCTIGN
The 5-?Z7 Two-Segment Noise Abatement Approach Program, of which the
Guest Pilot Evaluation is an integral and important part, is an
operationally-oriented program. Previous studies and evaluations
have shown the feasibility of approach profile modification as an
effective moans of reducing ground level noise under the approach
paths to jet aircraft runways.
The principal program objective of the current evaluation is:
"To fully develop the two-segment 1a:.ding approach procedures
and the equipment which is necessary in order to obtain pilot,
airline and FAA acceptance of two-segment £light paths as a
routine way of operating airplanes on approach and landing."
Program phases which precedod the Guest Pilot Evaluation addressed
themselves to equipment development and to procedures development and
profile optimization which were, in the view of the Project Team, safe,
repeatable, pilot-acceptable and which significantly reduced ground
level noise under the approach path.
Such tangibles as profile geometry, equipment performance, configuration
and airspeed scheduling and crew procedures can be quite accurately
observed and assessed. Pilot acceptance, on the other hand, is compler
and abstract..
The Guest Pilot Evaluation was the first major step taken in the
program to test whether the equipment and procedures which had been
developed were acceptable to a representative group of industry
pilots. for further evaluation in the routine air carrier environment.
This report will describe the procedures used for introducing the fifty-
seven Guest Pilots to the equipment operation and flight techniques
involved in the approach procedure. It draws together the mitten
comments of the group along with certain related statistical data. From
this, an attempt has been made to arrive at a consensus (or lack thereof)
on safety, workload and pilot acceptance of the procedure which they
evaluated.
1
From t°nis analysis, the conclusions which follow were drawn. Before they
were included in this report as conclusions, they were submitted to all
of the participating Guest Pilots for their review and comment. They
were asked to res pond to any specific points or to any conclusion which
they felt mis-stated their position. No responses were received.
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Ths Guest 'pilot 4valuLtion was conducted during t7ho . eriod 12 Jana i Lry
to 8 February 1973 {{ and on 3L,-15 May 1973. One additional foreign
carrier (Lufthansa)wau represented in mid-Cbtobor. Ansett Airlines
of Australia waL represented in the February pilot group. `I& air-
line pilots erere aprToxi_mately balanced between dote scrvim, in
, mnagement capacities within their companies and regular line
pilots, a number of when were nominated by profes-isnal pilot organi-
zations. The FAA pilots were from IJational Headquarters and 1_11e
Rock Mountain and Western Regions. Two major airframe rlsnufacturL:a
were represented. The varied backgrounds and industry affiliations
of the Guest Pilot ;roue gave balanced industry representation. 74,
was felt that this balance would insure that any unique concerns
by the individual sectors of the industry would be objectively eval-
uated <.nd represented in the progr,= results.
Pasod on the very favorable results of the Guest Pilot ivalu,::tion,
theprototype install-tion was made In a regular UAL B7-')7-22;) (:V7u'. ?d^
and placed into line service for a nix-month evaluation by J.sL line
pilots in ragul:ar air carrier service.
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A. A significant majority of the evaluation pilot group found theproced- ^I
ure to be as unifn an the stnndard Mprocedure, Stur they had com-
pleted the evaluation process (briefing ) simulator and sireraft or	 j
briefing, and aircr%ft).
B. The system as evaluated providso ade quate vertical guidance for use in 	
f
IFR. i'
C. The crew procedures and techniques required to fly the two-segment
approach are not significantly different from the standard ILS in
any way which degrades safety.
D. The profile trennitions are safe and easy to fly. The speed change
during glideslope transition does not appear to create an unaccept-
able trim or power control problem,.
E. The typical engine power setting required for tracking upper segment
under representative goundspeed conditions is acceptable. Under con-
ditions requiring the use of full anti-ice capabilities the procedure
would not be recommended.
F. Upper segment rates of' descent are acceptable except under some tail-
wind conditions.
G. The nominal glideslope transition and stabilization altitudes are
acceptable.
I
II. Is the procedure pilot-acceptable?ab
A. The two-segment approach is generally as easy to fl y as the standard
ILS approach.
B. Instrument scanning and airspeed control are slightly more difficult
in the two-segment approach. There is no significant difference i'n
other major cockpit activity between the two types of approach.
C. The pilot would be faiiliar and competent to fly the procedure in IFR
weather after a few approaches in the aircraft.
D. Crew workload is generally not increased. _It app--tars to increase
slightly under the following conditions:
(1) Tailwinds
(2) In the upper segment capture regime, configuration cues are
slightly later than these same cues on the standard 1M.
(3) Instrument scanning and interpretation require additional pilot
attention and concentration.
(4) Airspeed must bs closely snoni.tored during glideslope trans ttion.
E. Autothrottles are not required for the two-segment approach.
F. Overall energy management and configuration scheduling are acceptable.
r
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III. Are _cockpit instrument diARI&ys and annunci!ltionts adequate?
A. The annunciator display and sequencing are acceptable.
B. The verfica-"guidance display is acceptable.
C. Differences exist regarding the combination of raw and computed
vertical deviation displays on the ADI and HSI. These differences
can be accommodated by interface and minor equipment modifications.
D. The cockpit location of system controls, annunciators and switches
11 Ij
	
is acceptable for a single-system installation. 	
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The luest Me. phase era' conducted in order to obtain ovaluations
of the two-segment procedure from n reoreacritative S,•iv-:ple of industry
pilots. To maximize comparability among the i"dividual evaluations,
rest of the participating pilots were given the same briefings sbnu-
lator familiarization session and evaluation flight in the airplane.
Each pilot was asked to cimplete the two-part que tionnnira sttcwn in
Figures 1 and 2 after his simulator and/or airplane flights.
The simulator flight had three principal objectives:
(1) To permit the Gue-t Pilot to practice the two-segia'ent procedure
and flight techn",ues and to familiarize him with the use of -the
special cockpit hardware needed for setting up and managing the -
two-segment system.
(2) To provide the pilot a basis for direct compar"scn between the
two-segment and standard ILS procedures by flying a prescribed M.
of the two types of approaches in a concentrated time period.
i
(3) To permit any participating pilot who was not flying the B727
regularly to become familiar with its flight and handling charac-
teristics and cockpit controls and instrumentation.
I'
The airplane flight was designed to be the best test of three important
items:
(1) Did the Guest Pilot consider the two-segment approach compatiblo,
with his experience in flying instrument approaches?
(2) Is the procedure generally adaptable to his own company or organ-
ization established operating procedures?
(3) Was the procedure acceptable for further evaluation in the dad-to-
day revenue service environment?
,A total of 57 pilots participated in the Guest Pilot Evaluation. !dOt
all of These submitted questionnaires. The pilot opinion analyses are
based on 45 airplane questionnaires and 37 simulator questionnaires.
In the questionnaire summaries and analyses which follow in this report,
it rust be recognized that however objective a question alight he, or
however objectively the respondent may answer it, there is always the
possibility that a response may be at least partially mis-interpreted
in 'he process of grouping individually worded narrative answers under
a few broadly-worded general categories. For this reason, the°verbatim
responses upon which the analyses and conclusions have been based are
contained in Appendices I and II.
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Difference
Slightly
Easier
Significantly
Easier
A	 Auto clot Usage
F
A.	 Flight Dir. Following
C,	 Instrument Interpretation
D. Wt. P
	 ress Annunciation
E	 S	 uirements
F.	 Airspeed Control
G.	 Fl2v Manairement
11.	 Trim Control
T	 Pre-Aipp. Cockpit Set-up
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1. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE ANY CI IA NO ES MADE TO THh EXIS'T'ING ANNUNCIATION
DISPLAY? IF YES, WHAT CHANGES?
2. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE ANY CHANGE IN THE INST OJMENT.' DISPLAY? IF YES,
WHAT CHANGES?
3. IS THERE ANY DIFFERENCE IN OVERALL FLIGHT SAFETY BETWEEN TILE
STANDARD ILS AND THE TWO-SEGMENT ILS? IF SO, WHAT?
4. A. DO YOU FEEL THE TWO-SEGMENT APPROACH YOU HAVE FLOWN CAN
BE FLOWN, ,IN NORMAL LINE OPERATION?
B. WHAT FACTORS ARE INVOLVED IN YOUR ANSWER TO 4-A?
5. WHAT IS YOI'R OPINION OF THE iRAN31TION TO THE UPPER SEGMENT?
6. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE TRANSITION TO THE GLIDESLOPE?
7. HAVING FLOWN SOME TWO-SEGMENT APPROACHES AS A PASSENGER, DO YOU
FEEL THERE WOULD BE ANY ADVERSE PASSENGER REACTION TO THIS APPROACH 
IF SO, WHY?
FIGURE 2 -GUEST PILOT QUESTIONNAIRE -
PART 2
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rorLY-five of tP"" ; gi!-O el p:aLing TnlYS J e t: , both n.Le stnolntor
and On aircraM Those 116tc reco`ved rn one aand a KIP hour
briefing and a faun'?JaarJ.^rratI on werYd M the flight ;aJnoulatur
at the Ui,L FJJ ,,ht TrAining Center in Denver, ColtradG. Qnerh1lyn
two pilots were scheduled fur this briefing and simulator poricd,
and they usually remained together to fly in the raircr:-ft. Each
Guest !pilot wal teamed with ra Pro ject Mot. Whore possible, the
same Project hilot also flues with hi! in the aireraft at van
C^	 Francisco the rout da; cr the day following. T' ic., was consideredparticularly desirable because, having; observed the Guest Pilot its
the simulator, he was in the boot position to judge any aubstant-
ial differences 'between the pilot's simulator and aircraft per-
formances.
The pro-simulator briefing was devoted principally to dsseuvaing
the tva-sogment profile and rrccedirco; flight tcohniquos and a
discussion of ocuipnynt management and operatiob. Inclnded in
this briefing ro,az %n rsudio-visa al package which decuribed the
function and operation of to two-segment hardware, procedures
for configuring the cockpit for the approach and information
concorring intorprotation of the progress annunciations and in-
strumentation. .'appendix. IV was furnished to each pilot and discussed
in the briefing*.
The simulator period consisted of eleven approaches which vere
flown generally in t%e order shown below. The IM approaches were
the lead-off so that the rilot could bocche familiar with the
flight and handl.in,n characteristics of the simulator before a}temnti.n
to fly the two-sagment approach.
The simulator perrittal instantaneous slowing to selected initial
positions, altitudes and headings. For the eleven approaches de-
scribed below, the following starting conditions were used:
Y's?tl ARD ITS — Co looalizer ccnter_linc, on runway heading,
1800'(AFL), 10 NO. from touchdown (Except Bpi).
MiU FGNO'T'T — In localizer conterline, on runway heading,
3000' (AFL), 10 U.N. from touchdown.
ORIGINAL PAGE 1S
APPROACH DESCRIPTION
1 STANDARD M _ FLIGHT DIRECTOR
Take off, manually flies downwind. 	 Turns in for local-
izer intercept at approximately 10 .11.14.
2 STANDARD ILS _ AUTO COUM
Glideslope capture 135 KIAS.
3 TWO-SEGMENT APPRMH - AUTO COUP=
Upper segment capture at 135 MRS.
d TWO..SEGMENT APPROACH _ FLIGHT DIRECTOR
Upper segment capture at 135 KTAS.
5 TWO.SEGMENT APPROACH _ AUTO COUPLED _ AUTOTHROTTLE
Upper segment capture at 135 nAS.
6 STANDARD ILS _ FLIGIRT DIRECTOR
Upper segment c•Apture at 160 KUtS.
7 TWO-SEGMENT _ FLIGHT DIRECTOR
f
9
Upper segment capture at 160 KIAS.
r STAMARD ILS _ FLIGHT DIRECTOR
Upper segment capture at 160 KIAS,	 Crosswind 900/20 KTS
gusting to 30 KTS .
9 TWOSEG14ENT _ FLIGHT DIRECTOR
Upper segment capture 160 KIPS.	 Crosswind 900/20 KTS
dying off to calm at touchdown.
10 APPOACH OF GUFST PILOT'S CHOICE
11 TWOSgkIENT _ AIITO COUPLED
s
Y
Upper segment capture at 135 KIAS.
The above 11 simulator approaches required 1.5 hours per pilot.
While one Guest Pilot was flying, the other Guest Pilot observed.
The Project Pilot Observer occupied the First Observer seat whi'_e his
Guest counterpart was flying. He tools notes and recorded pilot com-
ments as they happened.
A de-briefing to discuss any questions was held after the simulator
period.
-5-
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Evaluation Aircraft Plfaht
There was a one and a half hoar pre-flight briefing prior to
going to the airplane. This briefing was devoted to the general
plan 2or the flight, and a brief review of procedures and techni-
ques. The diffri in the simulator flight director (Collins
FD-109A) and the Ansett Aircraft (Collins FD-108) were also
discussed.
Stockton was this primary evaluation airport and was used whenever
weather conditions permitted. In a few cases, Reno was used
because Stockton conditions were not acceptable.
The pilots flew the approaches described below. In most cases,
these were flown in the c--der shown, so that the comparison of
performance on the first, sepind, third, and sixth approaches
could be made.
	
Approach
	
Description
1.	 Standard ILS, Flight Director, Manual Throttles to
Missed Approach.
2,	 Two-Segment, Flight Director, Manual Throttles to
Missed Approach.
3. Seme as N2 above.
4. Two-Segment, Auto-Coupled, Auto Throttles to Missed
Approach.
5. Same as 4 above.
6. Two-Segment, Flight Director, Manual Throttles to
Missed Approach.
7. Standard ILS, Auto-Coupled, Auto Throttles to Touch-
and-go.
8. Two-Segment, Auto-Coupled, Auto Throttles to Full
Stopo
a
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IQonoral- Data rccorda-woro taken on ouch ol.' the Gueol. PiloW In rho
simulator and/or in the aircraft.
I^
The si°'nulatcr records were in the form of a 14-channel oscin04raph
trace and a rein-time (once each second) line printer record and
X-Y profile and noise plots. Figure 3 shows the format of the oscillo-
graph record and the parameters recorded. Figure 4 is a typical simu-
lator line printer record. Figure 5 is a typical X-Y profile and noise
plot. Those records were used in the sirulator d.!s-briefing session.
They were not normalized for group performance analysis.
Figure 6 shows a portion of a typical approach record processed from
the aircraft digital recorder data. All approaches were similarly
recorded end-processed. The analyses appearing in this report are
based on aircraft dd%ta only. The recorded data analysis will not dir-
ectly influence the conclusions which are drawn regarding pilot opinion.
Just as the opinion analysis derived from the questionnaires is intend-
ed to reflect group opinion on certain mutters, it is considered equal-
1y germane to show how well the group actually performed the tasks in-
volved in flying the two-segment approach.
In selecting the approaches which were used in the statistical sample,
the indiviftals k°ho-made tie selections did not know who the particular
Epilots were. They did not have any idea (or way of knowing) what the
specific questionnaire responses were, nor did they know, even in
- -	 ORIGINAL PA(QE jB1
or F00?- QUALid
	 ,,; T-
kI	 R
general tram;:, what tho questionnaire analysis would show. 'flay emj^
loyed completely impartial and valid statistical criteria for the
aample seleetian.
A statistical sample of 252 approaches,raf all kinds was solectLd. They
were sorted first on an anproximate ratio of a given type of approach
to the total evaluation approaches flown. - From this first cut, the
approaches that were finally a(+lected were tl;ose made under anproxi-
mately the same meteorological and other conditions which would maxiirize
statistical comparability. The distribution of the sample is as follows:
Approaches
Fli •ht Director, ILS	 32
Flight Director, 2-segment 	 97
Auto coupled, Manual Throttle IIS 	 27
Auto coupled, Manual Throttle 2-segment
	 54
Auto coupled, Autothrottle 2-segment 	 42
Total	 252
Certain statistical analyses were made using the entire statistical
sample above. The results of these analyses in tabular form are in-
eluded in Appendix III.
An additional detailed analysis was made in order to determine the
following:
(1) How well did the group fly the two-segment approach?
(2) How well did they perform their first Flight Director, two-segment
approach as
,-
compared with the II,S flown immediately prior?
i	 y -, A
(3) What was the rate and degree of improvement between the first,
second and third Flight Director two-segment approaches? (These
were the second, third and sixth a pproaches flown in the aircraft)
(4) How does the pilot workload in flying the two-segment approach
compare with the TLS workload?
For this analysis, comparisons have been made of the following approaches:
First Approach - Flight Directorf Standard ILS
Second "	 11 	 Two-Segment
Third	 it	 n	 n	 n	 w
Sixth	 n	 n	 n	 n	 n
In order to make this analysis, a statistical sample from the Flight
Director TLS and the,,711ght Director two-segment approaches had to be
selected. As in the previous sample selection, certain statistical
criteria were employed. A critical review of the Flight Director I7.S
and two-segment approaches in the 252-approach sample was made. Be-
cause direct comparisons between approaches were to be made, a major
selection criterion was that a given pilot( known to the selectors
only by -a number) must have completed all of the prescribed approaches
in the aircraft in the order such that the first approach was a Flight
Director standard TLS and that his second, third and sixth approaches
were Flight Director two-segment approaches. Since the sample was
necessarily going to be relatively small (because the total 97 two-
segment approaches would be divided among the second, third, sixth
and other approaches), it was necessary also to insure that any set of
approaches selected did not contain any unacceptably wide or unusual
variations which would unduly influence the smaller statistical sample.
. 9-
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The statistical sample for this analyjis cr,nOi3L:3 of the Ilicht Director
Ilu and two-sogment rr-cords of 14 Evaluatie^n Pilots. While this 1111ght
seem a small sample, the plotted data from this sample conpare.1 very
i'
closely with the plotted data from the larger otatioticeil sample.
The plots which aepeor later in this roport graphically portray certain
normalized data. The interpretation, analysis and conclusions will
accompany each plot.
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The pilot and flight engine rx group within the pro gram team was charged
with th3 development of operationally nound procedures uninP the Collins
apecial-pnirposo 2-sa g ent, apnroach nyy ten. The principal members of thin
group were:
Contain Howard G. Mayes - Vine Presidnnt, Flight Technical :orvices. 'Phe
senior corpor, ita officer involved directly with
the program. Provicled overall program policy
g ,
 danco through George Schwind, Program Director.
Cat,tain Bob Stimely -
	 UAL 727 Flpot Vanager and Manager of 727 Flight
Procedures and Development. Involved in esl:ab-
lishing operational criteria for equipment denims
and in establishing the operational constraints
in procedures development.
Fred Drinkwater - 	 :LZA Pilot. Participated actively in the pltfining
and development phases and in the Engineering
Flight EWaluation. Articulated principal M1„-e
concerns related to overall operational prograrj
goals.
John "Mo ll Morrison -	 Lead Project Pilot. Hea •. d up the Project Pilot
and Project Flight Engineer team at Denver. Dir-
ected project pilot team effort in test plan
development and Simulation and Engineering Flight
Evaluations.
fro ect Pilots and 	 Tom '.?ranch - Project Pilo'.
i ht r;T;eero
	 "Monty” ;!onteith
	 011
Floyd Snyder
Vince Hagan - Project Flight Engineer
George Martin - '!
	 "
	 it
Dave Malkinshaw - "	 "	 "
bee -	 F:_k Western Region Engineering Pilot. Conducte,3
14c Non-Interference STC flights on both the
.nsott B7.7.7-277 and UAL B727-222 prototype in
stallations.
i
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SIMULATOR	 AIRCRAFT
,i
i
1/15
	
1/16
1/24
	
1/25 i
3i{
2/6	 2/7
a
1/30	 2/1^
1/18	 1/20
- 
V5	
2/64
	 I!
i
1/30	 1131
2/7	 2/8
1/31	 2/1
2/3	 2/4
1/21. 1122
1/24 1/25
- 1/24 (k t LAXY
- 1/2.4	 "
- 1/24
1/24
1/28 1/2°
1131 2/1
2/4 2/5
AMERICAN
Capt. Frank McCormick
Capt. Al Reeser
ANSETT AIRLINES OF AUSTRALIA
Capt. A. F. "Dusty" Lane
ATA
Bill Russell
BOEI:TG SEATTLE
Brian Wygle
BRANIFF
Capt. Bruce Douglass
Capt. John Pieburn
CONTINENTAL
Capt. Wayne Fisher
Capt. Carl Rogers
Capt, Bill Lively
EASTE$N
Capt. Jim Cousins
Capt. Bruce Putney
FAA
Ivan Behel
Gayle Mace
Joe Ferrarese
Dick Sliff
Charlie House
Sal Nucci
Phil Nisgore
Jim Baker
Ralph Noltemeier
Dick Skully
1/13
1,/16
1/l7
1/17
1/19
1%23
1/24 (At U X)
1/26
1/27
1/28
1/29
2/3
I	 I	 p
u
!1
	
ti
II
^	 I
j
I
I
MC DO ITELL-DOUGLAS (Long Beach)
Roger Sanders 1113
Bill Casey 2/3
NATIONAL
Capt. Charlie Caudle 2/4
NORTHWEST
Capt. Don DeBolt 1/16
Capt. Ed; Johnoon 1/16
Capt. John Carlson 2/2
FAA
Capt. Jack Teters 1/29
Capt. Jack Wilson 1/29
PSA
Capt. Don Coney 1130
TWA
Capt. Gordon Granger 1/25
Capt. Jae• Farris 1/27
WESTERN
Capt. Ed Richardson -
USAF
Major Ken Dyson 1/19
UNITED
Capt. Walt 2•,atsui 1/12
Capt. G. H. "Dag" Dorward 1/15
Capt. Iioword Mayes -
Capt. H. E. "Tat" Tatman -
Capt. Mel Volz 1/18
Capt. Bob Collins 1/22
Capt. Ray Lahr 1/22
Capt. Frank Cowles .•
Capt. Warren Mugler 1,/25
Capt. Jim Gates 1/26
Capt. Bob Patterson 1/2'-7
Capt. Ernie Burmeister 1/,'18
Capt. Gerry Zimmerman 2/1"?
1/1/.- -
"A
2/5
1/17
1/18
2/3
1/30
1/30
1/31
1/26
1%28
2/7
1/20
i"	 4 Capt. Lloyd 'Treece 15 2/6
Capt. Ernie Nauloby 1/6 218
Capt. Gene Rritt
R
Thtr 41.1, Cn-Lint
	 PUrc ,rift was taken ort of corvice on 1/,,15 u'v S'cr
` noino nea,suremonto at :Aookton. During this poriod, I;ho following
additional pilots evaluated the procedures;
E
DELTA
Capt. Flay Daniel
- 5/15
^^	 E^ERId
^f Capt. Al cleaver 5/14 5115
i	 MUTED
Capt. George Ifendernon - 5/15
a
XIER3CAN
Capt. 2ernie Idohl - 5115
LIIFTFTP^N3A
j	 Cant. Robert Salzl 1C/16 10/1'
„k (Dr. Johann-Peter Hach)
li
ui
^^	 6
e
iI
I	 In ad^"itinr. to the ate "^tDt^^ glowing p9ilota evula p tS V' a proc^:%roa
Tin the sinulutor on tho dat© shown:
11/11/72	 rC ,ipt. Bob Otimely (U L)	 i
Uapt• Iob asQm rson ( eTAL	 Central SJIiRhy r'.O"lmitte. 0 ^, ^1.'tiY'QLaRr)
11/17/71	' r. lvnn ` y"icld (FL,)
,Qr. "Jv^a 3alruel ^F.1r.)	 ^i
^	 R
^i	 R
12/ 6/"12	 —r. -,,, 8 WSW 6 Y"1^„^ 	 f
12/11/72	 ,ant. T.C. For_.Rnrth (ri.+A)	 ^^	 3
12/24/72	 Or.-,,t- .John kirk (Alaskan) 1
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PART II
I-W EVALUATION RESULTS
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To arrive at the concluaic relating to the Guest Pilot acceptance
of the two-oe,Mnont eystmn and procedures, two esentially independent
source inputs were analyzods
(1) Pilot responses to Part 1 and certain Part 2 responses and com-
binations of responses were analyzed to determine pilot opinion
as objectively as possible. Where there was follow-up corres-
pondence, this was considered in the pilot opinion analysis.
(2) The recorded data fromthe aircraft was statistically analyzed.
The actual statistical data appears in Appendix III.
Some conclusions are the net result of considering some portion of the
statistical data and certain pilot comments. Others are derived
either from pilot comments or statistical data alone. The nature of
the conclusion will usually suggest the source from which it is derived.
With the varied backgrounds and industry affiliitions of the Guest
Pilot Group, it was recognized that the individual pilots would
probably base their opinions of the operational acceptability of
the equipment and procedures on those specific factors which are
most characteristic of their industry involvement. The Pilot
Questionnaire attempted to gather specific information relating to
factors which it was felt would enter into all, or nearly all, of
the individual pilots' assessments. In broad terms these are:
(1) Is the developed procedure acceptably safe for use in the
routine air carrier operational environment?
(2) Given a reasonable introduction to the system management and to
the procedures, is it acceptably easy to manage and to fly?
(3) Do the cockpit instrument displays and annunciations provide the
pilot with all of the information he needs to fly the approach
with confidence under IFR conditions?
The analyses which follow will be grouped under the three broad cate-
gories above. This does not i^ply that they are totally independent
considerAionsi They are, in fact, interrelated. They have been
broken down to make it easier to understand the analysis rationale.
Each analysis has been given approrriate wc.J.ght in any conclusion
to which it pertains.
i
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THa equipment nufluro safeguards and ci'f'± el a ware discussed in the
briofinga. The Quest Pilots were not purposely e;-p used to syst , in
malfunctions in the simulator or aircraft except when the pilot re-
quosted specific demonstration of some Ailure of 'oot. One yrineilaa
objective of the evaluation wao K dcterm_ne whu0 cr tic system and
procedures were accaptebly safe when used under norLal - ncrating
conditions.
To draw the conclusion; a y ouL tie safety of the iTocedurc, thr= re-
sponses to ataestion 3 were ccn: iderei? We x eincip al source of pilot
opinion rclating to this aspect. The wording of Vic question
invites the pilot to compare the relative sMety merits cP the tvu-
seCment and standard I p„ procedures.
Part 1 of the Pilot questionnaire wL.s su-=zrized end cnQyzeJ rrinei-
pally to deters:.ine the pilot activity areas impacted neost, by the
procedure. The recorded data analysis which relates tb onfetlof the
procedure is that data which shows how YOU the group tracked As t^.;cs-
seCnent profile whi.lo using the flight director, and the ccmperidon
between their flight director two-segment and IY; profile tracking
performance. The ether principal ingredient, wlJoh crust be considered,
is how much, if any, the workload vus increased in order for the group
to attain acce ptable two-segment tracking perforu nce. Finally, an
analysis of airspeed control, particularly in the glido 3lcpo transition
re,Cime, has been considered.
Thu conclusions which resulted from the analysis which follows are
predicated on the f'ol3owing basic rules:
(1) If there was a significant expression of pilot 6tdnion that the
procedure, or some past of it, wars not safe, the conclusions re-
garding safety of the overall procedure reflect, this fact, the
performance de-,ta notwithstanding.
-(2) If tho performance data analysis showed that the group did not trLck_
the two-segment profile within operationally safe linits at any
point, the conclusions reflect this £act, pilot comment notwith-
standing.
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^3) If the data unalysic Showed that pilot wcrklo4^d increased
inordiruate3.y over standard IL; workload in order -to attain ccwz-
parable tracking performance, this fact influenced the conclusions.
Me basic retionLle involved here is that an o;:perienced pilot
has the motor c;kills to master any reasonable r-aaneuver. His
perfor°--ante of that maneuver cannot be considered safe, howovcr,
if it de..Ycs:ds undue concentration to the exclusion of other in-
portant activity,—,
=_'' the data analyoio chcwed any ,idnificex,t opeed ccntrcl girt-
blems, .articul4rly in the Clideulope transition and stabili-
zation portion of the profile, this is reflected in the conclusioro,
-vh
I^
"OTTQi"T 3_S1F14.-SRY,k4b LRALYSIS
" x"t3'rTCuPV 3 - IS T.V':T r VJY DIFFMWE IN OVERALL FLIG11- SAF+E'rY BYT, °-X,l
ram STtMARD IIS ANSD 'ME 'MC 'F.CM-747 ? IP 50. WMITp
A tntul of fifty seven nilots participated in the Guest Pilot 1^vU
—taAion. Of
4 1'osu, 45 evaluated in both thu- flight simulator and 1„pe airplane, 6 flew the
*vilaja+ion approaches proscribed in t}c airplane only, 5 Claw sample annroaches
a l, LHk whoa the plane was there for a demonstration to the FAA Western :legion
h r,1 CW flow late in the program in one brief out of service test pericp.
`:"A^+a bastion 3 summary
 and subsegiient summaries appearing in this •repor" are1 '— el on the 37 Simulator ',Questionnaires and 74-5 Airplane Zuestionnairca which
r nccei.ved from tho Guest Pilot group. It will not be uncommon that the
A,A al =nber of break-down comments exceeds the 37145 pilot totals, This
due to the fact that a pilot may have cotumeente3 on more than one item in
!'',i.s response to the qupation.
"t,o 46--V ion 3 responses have been ca	 using ti-,e following general
Wr'turlu:
(i) 70 difference or loss in safety - If the response consisted of a word
or ahert phrase which was not sub, , ect to any othor reasonable intern-
a"=t-Ytion than that thFe_pilot saw no compromises in safety or differen-
t,-os betvoen the two-s^gment and the ILS safety, it was counted in this
_	 category.	 s
(2) Twc-sermnnt_sYafer - If a comment clearly stated that the pilot consider-
r,] the two-avjment pproceda:re safer than the IL , it was counted in this
:ate;;ory.
G, - ventral difference  or loss in safety - A conmt^ nt which atLted sane
r+fi,ndiLIC.n s una:er which t".e pilot felt that the two-segmcn" procedure
	 -
is potentially less safe than the ILS-procedure was counted in this
category.
(!^) M3 ca^nr - Any comment interpreted as a statement that the IM is the
aa:er of the two )rccadures was coinited in this category.
U1R :STiON COMMENT SM-MARY
COMENT CATEGORY	 (57 PMOrS)	 SIMULATOR	 11IPPUL2,
T10 questionnaire received
	 20	 12
'To Diff^-^rence or loss in safety
	 11	 16
Two egr::;nt Safer
	 2	 4
Potential Difference or Loss in Safety 	 11-	 14
TLS Saf,*r
	 13	 0
57	 5
OPINION SHIFT SUIVARY BETWEEN SIMULATOR AND AIRPLA ,`rE
/'a7 Qir..+'1 ..ln+ fiF+nc1.{nano lraa^
SiMULATUR
to 1)i.fference  11	 --- V.	 10 to Change
1 to	 otential
'rw+`+^eryllnn •t aafnr 2 ---	 1 g o unnnge
1 to ?io Diff.
f'eA:Fantial >Iifforencr 11	 4 .,o U= g`;6 to '10 Diff.
1 t0 '	 e	 safer
TLS
	
afc r . " —! 0	 nsango
5 to ?otential
1 to 2-3e^ safer
or P00.4 Q VV
Y	 r
a	
c	
c	
, ,
Comments from the six pilots who flow the prescribed i v"192ation approuchu-n
in the airplane only distribute as follows:
*!o questionnaire received
	 1
°!n Difference	 3
Two-seimont Safer	 1
Potential Difference
Z	
-
I	 1I N .^afsr
SlPPfl,lid (r THE ,`/"TARE OF PILUT OC1e l'!`;u FRC. i^ : '.'IVI
The s==ry €:'.rove distributes the individual pilots' eo=ientc into thL f.Aar
broad categories ohotim. The surmry below dividas each if t" eoe ^ t e r.r ea
in order to show the nattwe of the itenj mentioneel in "hq: comments u,d try
s.-ow hcw many pilots within the group expreoacl-onbst%-Atially the Name view
on that item.
T;IU. RG;" %IT SAFER	 8! I U1, T M	 At
	
r
Froviies higher terrain clearance 	 -	 1
Higher profile on Unpor increases safety
in emergency situations	 2
Inez 'ases pilot ai,areness of altitude in
the 7e a r -500 1 area	 1	 -
:'rovidE.r pilot wit% distance to touchdown
	 -	 1
m .idrct;-.r view of tp rminal area traffic:
	 -	 1
=^	 c dTI',*	 F "P Mal.	 P,1 LOS- LT SAFE-Y
Glideslopc speod stabilization 2	 -
ylideslone transiticn/:tsbilization altitude 3	 3
Icing li-.itation 3	 4
TaUvind limitation 3	 !^
:tP,:-sL Spool-up ti-me -	 1
RApper 01"covent rate of descent 1	 1
Tnstrunent scanning; -	 1
Pilot fr Iniliarity w'_th procedure/training 1	 1
loin.- conditions 1 1
Tailwinds 1 2
xlerticsl sneca/transition altitude 2 3
Tr ' nsitien/atabilication altitude
- 2
engine spool-dour 1 -
Pilot workload t3 3
_tie nature of the comments which have been ccunt-el in the P11-t ,,trhltLrl
category above are as follows: °
3eneral incre:;se in pea--t attention/wcrl:l^ud 	 2	 -
lnstru-!ent scanning/-)ewer on lower transiticn
	
5	 1
Increa_ea when flying approach nanually
	 1	 -
"3 gh sin";
 rate cle,e to ground	 -	 1
Lookout poor	 1
l	 h	 I
The folloti+ing findings relating to Guest Pilot minion of the -uafety of the
two-segmcnt procedure have been considered in the eoncIrviono:
1. lone of the Guest Pilots considers the two-segment ap proach which isas
evaluated to be unsa_*o.
In the questicn 3 analysis above, responses from nine pilots (13 sim-
ulator/11 airplane comnents) were cutegorized as otatemnnts that these;
pilots considered the IIS the safer of the two procedures. 'lone ,ti waver,
stated that th— two-setimaent procedure is unsafe. Fn the brixufi-igs,
emphasis was placud on the pilots  ara'luati°:e; evcrd- ttrre°ct n" 1%1) .ifetw
of the procezure. In view of this emphasis, and in view of the 'buck.-
ground and experience of the pilot group, it has 1wen assumed that a
pic ot would have made an unequivocal statement regarding safety it he
had seen anything in the procedure that he considered unsafe. It has
been further assumed that he woul°i also have reflected this fact in his
response to question 4 by indicating that he did not consider the pro-
cedure safe for line operations. No such responses were received.
2. *The procedure has tailwind limitations.
gone of the guest pilots experienced sitmi.fic;n t tailwind componcats
in the evaluation. The Project Pilot -romp inve'stigat'ed this fa,-,tor
in the simulation evaluation. They determined that an upper segment
tailwind component of 20 ?mots maximun is manageable.
3. *The procedure has icing li-+itationa.
,n,;ine power required for upper segment tracking under average conditiono
does not provide the 701iN 1 regi ired for full anti-tce capability.
4. The two-segment approach procedure increases pilot workload in Bone
areas. This increase does not significantly innact safety.
* The Project Pilots had tentatively concluded that they would licit
the use of the procedure if conditions requiring full anti-icing
capabilities were present or if the upper segment tailwind com-
ponent exceeded 15 knots.
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PART- QTESTIOMAIROSU414ARY AND ANALYSIS
This part of the questionnaire concerns the generally most vital
areas of pilot activity during an instrument approach. Though the
questionnaire does not lend itself to fine shadings, it is felt that
it adequately measures pilot opinion as to the relative difficulty
between the two approaches and is an indirect indicator of how the
two-segment procedure impacts pilot workload. Tables I through IV
summarize the results.
Fart I of the Pilot Questionnaire has been analyzed as follows:
(a) Tables I and II show the distribution of the total marks by
number and percentage for each of the eleven ranked items for the
simulator and aircraft questionnaires respectively.
(b) Any additional written commenta are teken into account in the
conclusions. Generally these comments reflect some specific,
reservation or condition which influenced the pile+,}s marking
certain item(s) as he did. 	 — -
(c) Table III shows the direction and specific number of pilot opinion
changes between simulator and aircraft rankings.
(d) Table IV shows the numerical and approximate overall percentage
differences between the 37 simulator and 45 aircraft questionnaires.
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ITABLE I SIMULATOR °dUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY (PART I)
A total of 37 evaluation pilots completed the questionnaire in the
simulator phase. Not all pilots commented on all categories. The
perr•sntages shown in each category are based on the total responses
received for that particular item.
BANKED ITEM
r - —.—°-----------='_--__
Two-Se	 e "Anproach
Sigetttoantly
Easier
Slightly
Easier
No
Difference
Slightly
Easier
Significantly
Easier
A.	 lot U 10	 27% 27	 7 %
B.	 Flight Dir. Follows 1 (2.8%) 18 (48.60 18 (48.6%)
r,	 Instrumant Interpretation 1 (2.7%) 22 (59.5%)113 (35.1%) 1 (2.7%
D.	 Flt. P	 rasa Annunciation 13 (35.296 2	 62.,3% 1	 2.5
Requirements 8 1 2	 (62.2%. ) 11
F. Airspeed Control 3 (8.1%) 25 (67.6%) 9 (24.3%)
1 (2.7% 5	 13.5% 31 (83.8$
H. Trim Control 3 (8.13) 16 (43.3%) 17 (45.9%) 1 (2. %)
i	 it Set-u 21	 58.4 8. 1	 2.7"
J. Radio Comm 30	 6 1
Check 	 et M	 ment 0" 2	 88 0°. 1	 .0°b
TABLE I _ PILOT RESPONSE SUVARY ( SIMULATOR)
a
-3
TABLE II - PILOT RESPONSE 3UTIkRY (AIRCRAFT)
f
i	 I
J
^'	 ll	
_	
J	 a	
_—	 "
TABLE IT - AIRCRAFT QUESTIONNAIRE 61301ARY
A total of 45 pilots completed the aircraft questionnaire. In some
categories, not all of the pilots ranked a given item. The percent-
ages shown are based on the total responses to that item which were
received.
EM
Two-Serment'Approach
Significantly
Easier
slightly
Easter
No
Difference
Slightly
Easter
S.Ignificantly
Easter
Autopilot 0	 22 °
Followt 1	 (43.2% .6
1	 2. 22	 8 6 1 2.2=
 Progress Annunciation
gM
8	 17.8 6	 80.0 1	 2.21a
E.	 [not, Scanning	 t	 ments 2 (4.4%) 29 (65.9%) 12 (27.5%) 1 (2.2
ontrol 1	 z 1 z	 71 0° 26 1	 2 2°.
G.	 Flan	 t 12 6	 1 8
ol 2 (4.5x 18 (40.0% 25	 55.5'
L	 Pm-App,	 it Set-u 22 (48.8%) 2	 2
-	 Radio Communications 39	 r 1	 2. %
K. Check	 st M	 ement 2 (4.6%) 40 (93.2') 1 (2.3n)
TABLE III - SEWIFIC OPIUMI SHIFT SM9.1kRY
A total of 35 pilots completed questionnaires for both the simulator
and aircraft. Table III shows the direction which specific pilots'
opinions shifted between their simulator and aircraft rankings. e.g.:
Item B - One pilot changed his opinion in the simulator (significantly
easier) to slightly Gaoler in the aircraft; three pilots ctoanged from
slightly easier to no difference, etc.
RANKED
Y
A22X2Ub- "1".154 Tw -Se	 e 'Awroach
Significantly
Easier
Slightly
Eisler
No
Difference
Slightly
Easier
Significantly
Easier
A	 Au	 lo 2
B. Flight D1 2 1
2
D.
	 Fit. Progression 1VA"AH
P
e	 o
1 (5) 1
F. Airs
	 e ^`
2 1
H. Trim C (z
(No C e)
k (1)
LECEM: (	 ( 	 Number of Opinion
}} Changes Between
Sim 
L
Aircraft
	
Sim and Aircraft
Ranking Ranking
TABLE III - SPEC IFIC CFI.YION SHIFT SMIARY
Simulator to Aircraft)
32-
F-
	 I
(telow Y'iLurus Daced on 37 Sim vuestionnaimw; 45 Aircraft iuostionnaires)
RANKED ITEM
Two roach
Significantly
Easier
slightly
Easier
No
Difference
Slightly
Emour
Significantly
Eamfor
A. Autopilot, Uon e S 10(270
A 10(22w)
S 27(73%)
It 35(780
64:n-tc-Acft Nh:t c, , ,an a 0( -5%) . +B(+5% )
b. zii,-ht Dir. Followin S 1(3;$) S 18(48.57
A 19(43,0 S 18(48.54A 24(55%) A 1(2%x)
-1(-3i) +1(-5.55) +6(+6.5'.6) +1( +2N)
C. Initrunavnt InUt r rotation S 1(3k)
A 1(27)
S 22 (595;)
A 22(49%)
co 13(35'O
A 21(477)
S 1(34)
A 1(24)
" 0( -1'iS) 0(-100) +8(+12x) 0(-17)
D. Flt. Prorprous Annunciation S 13(35")
A 8(18`,'x)
S 23(625)
A 36(80;6)
S 1(3x)
A 1(2x)
J1 +13(+18') 0(-1"W)
E. In;t. Scannin • Requirements S 3(8x)
A 2(4x)
S 23(627)
J A 29(665)
S 11(30%)
A 12(26x) A 1(27)
+6(+4%) +1(+2%) +1(+2`6)
F. Airspoed Control S 3(%) S 25(60 S 9(24x)
1 -2(-6x) +7(+37) +3(+37)
G. F.Lap 1°San.agement S 1(3x)
A 1(2%)
S 5(13,6)
A 6(137)
S 31(847
A 38(857)
0
0(
R. Tri.r Con trol S 3(Oat)
A 2(4x+)
S 16(43;6)
A 18(407)
S 17(467)
A 25(56°n)
S 1(3;6)
^1(
-47) +2(-37) +8(+1C7) -1(-3x)
I. Pre-App. Cockpit Set-up S 21(587)
A 22(491'0)
S 140%)
A 23(517)
S 1(3x)
-
+1(-9,6) +9(+12x) -1(-16)
J. Radio C cminamica+tionu S 30(977)
A 29(97() S 1(3%)A 1(3x)_
1 +9(G7) 0(07)
K. Ghoc:e Liut 1-ia° n"gement S 3(91)
A 2(5%)
S 29(887)
JA 40(9310)
S 1(30)
A 1(27)_	 V
ti
+11(+57) 0(-17)
11RIGMLIL PAGE JS TAELE IV- SDM-AIRCR.AFT NET DIFFERCHGES-SM-SVIRY.OF PCpR ,QU
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(Pilot Questionnaire - Part I)	 -:3
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The Part I analysis shows the following:
(1) Of the 35 pilots who submitted questionnaireE for both tho simu-
later and aircraftp specific pilot opinion shifted toward the
"no difference" ranking in almost twice as many ca;;es as an
opinion shifted from "no difference" toward some preferential
ranking (see Table III). How much of this opinion change should
be attributed to the additional learning and accomodation factors
resulting from eight additional approaches in the airplane and
how much is the result of real-world vo simulation environnent
cannot be objectively determined or stated.
(2) Of the eleven categories rated, instrument interpretation, scanning and
airspeed control categories show a considerable majority of the
pilots indicating that the IM was slightly easier than the
two-aegmont approach (Tab1G IV). Specific pilot shifts in this
dire-tion were heaviest (5 to 2) in instrument scanning (Table III).
How much of this shift should be attributed to a change from the
FD 109-A in the simulator to the F9 108 in the aircraft cannot be
determined. The fact that significant majorities exist in both
the simulator and aircraft questionnaires however, would indicate
that these	 items appear the generally most difficult part of
pilot activity in the two-segment approach.
(3) Table IV sumarised the net pilot count and percentage of total
differences between the simulator and aircraft Part I question-
naires. These reflect the specific opinion shifts in Table III
plus the larger sample from the aircraft (45) vs simulator (37).
4,,, can be seen that the only two items which registered pilot
number and percentage gains between the sim and aircraft are
instrument scanning and airspeed control. All eleven ranked
items show both number and percentage gains in the "no difference"
ranking. All of the items ranked "IIS significantly easier" in
the simulator show numbers shifts toward a lesser preferential
ranking except the one pilot who marked item C and the one who
marked item G and did not moderate his opinion after the air-
craft evaluation.
The Part I analysis is weighted in the conclusions related to
the pilot opinion of the safety aspects of the procedure be-
cause it is an indirect measurement of those areas of cockpit
activity which are impacted by the two-segment procedure.
If a task in the two-segment approach is ranked as appreciably more
difficult than the same task in the standard IIS, the presump
-tion has been made that there is an impact on safety for the
reasons relating to workload static earlier.
The following findings from the Part I analysis have been
considered in the conclusions regarding safety:
(1) Instrument scanning and airspeed control are ranked slightly
easier in the IIS by about 70% of the evaluating pilots.
ORIGINAID PAGE 13
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While th'^ term "slightly.easivvr^ is an inexact ststistical
term, in the context used in 'tis finding, it has been inter-
preted as indicating that most pilots in the group felt that
these factors did not impact theiz cockpit activity to the point
of being detrimental to safety.
(2) ' the group is split fairly evenly between "no difference" and
"IM slightly easier" for flight director following, inotru-
ment interpretation, trim control and pre-approach cockpit
set-up categories. The significant fact which Is shown In
Table III is that the aircraft flight shifted op nion toward
"no difference" more heavily than away from it. In addition
moo'. of the larger aircraft sample (45 ve 37) appears to
have fallen in the fine difference" category,even without
benefit of the simulator familiarization periud (Table IV).
The finding-regarding these categories as they affect workload
(and therefore indirectly affect safety) is that these factors
have negligible impact upon the overall safety of the procedure.
(3) The remaining items are heavily ranked as "no difference"
factors in cockpit activity.
fn^i1\ .
-	 - _
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jMISTICAL DATA ANALYSIS OF FACTORS F.ELGTED TO SAFETY -
Threo principal analyses of the aircraft recorded data have been made
incsnnecticn with drawing conclusions regarding the overall safety
of the procedure:
(1) Aircraft displayed vertical deviation from profile center. These
plots are derived from data which measured the deviation displayed
on the HSI vertical deviation indicator. This was averaged and
normalized in 0.1 N.M. increments (see Appendix III).
(2) Pitch and roll activity has also been analyzed. These factors
sarvu as an indicator of how the pilot's physical workload in
flying the two-segment approach compares to his II:+ workload
under the same conditions.
(3) Airspeed control with emphasis on the glideslope transition.
In the above cases, more detail is included in the analysis accompanying
Lhe plotted data.
i
These four approach plots ,show aircraft deviation (in dots) from the
vertical. profile center. In the first approach, the deviation refer-
ence is the IM glideslope. In the throe two-segment plots, vertical
deviation reference is the upper segment from tYe 6 N.M.-point to
Ulideslope capture point (about 2.3 N.M.). For the remainder of the
,:pprcuch, reference is the ILS glideslope.
1'he deviation scale used on each of the frn;-7-.approach plots is f 1
dot. This is blown up to facilitate plotting and visually com-
paring the data. Upper segment deviation dis play sensitivity is
linear at 250'/dot. ILS glideslope deviation display sensitivity
is 75 micro-amps/dot as with the stiadard IIS.
Vie discortinuity in the 2-segment plots is the result of the system's
3hifVng its deviation reference from Upper Segment to IUA Glideslope
nt. Glide5lnpe Capture Point ("G1,IDE ^LOgE" GREEI)
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FLCT 1 ANALYSIS
This data analysis shows how closely the aircraft wove flown to tho pro-
file vertical center (upper segment and glideslopo centers) from the
pre-capture point onward to about 0.4 11.1% from touchdown. Th000 aro
all manually flown flight director approaches. In tho following
analyses, deviations will be expressed in dots. The statistical term
sigma will be used to signify one standard deviation. The ve±luo of
sigma is also expressed in dots. It can be seen from the Plot 1
labels that the solid line represents the statistical average in all
cases and the dashed lines show the + 1 standard deviation envelope.
First Approach (Flight Director ILS) - As expected, tte standard I:.s
was well-flown. It can be seen that the maximum average deviation
after glideslope capture (0.42 dots, sigma 0.269 dots) occurs at 4.6
N.M. At this distance from touchdowm, this is a vertical deviation
of about 85' high. Correction back to within 0.25 dot has been
accomplished by 4.0 `f .ri. Average deviations thereafter remain
substantially less than 0.25 got. The closer the aircraft approaches
touchdown, the deviation in feet from glideslope center becomes pro-
gressively smaller for the same displayed deviation (in dots).
Socond Approach - (First Flight Director `1`wo-Segment) - T6 is is the
first two-s;Mont approach of any type that the pilots flowin the
aircraft. The average upper segment overshoot ma.3mizes at 0.46
dot, sigma 0.336 at 4.8 N.M. This overshoot is 115 1 . Correction
back to 0.25 dot has been accomplished by 4.4 N. âd. and remains less
than this for the remainder of the approach. The vertical deviation
reference shift which occurs at glideslope capture point (nominally
about 1050'(AFL) 2.85 N.M. DME) causes a momentary statistical
"blackout" on this kind of a plot during the initial portion of the
glideslope traNsition. Since this data is normalized in only ".1
N.M. increments, it must be realized that at g1id6slope capture point,
the actual deviation swing is nominally toabout 1.75 dots high
instantaneously. The plot from that point onward is a good indicr+tor
of how well the remainder of the approach was flown.
On this approach (the pilot's first 2-segment approach in the airnlane),
the group was holding slightly above zipper Segment center (0.2 dot, sign::
.568 at 3.0 n.m.) just prior to Glideslope Ca pture point. This fc-ced t?r,
capture point slightly closer to touchdown than nominal.
*G
aI
Because the glideslope capture point was forced slightly closer to
touchdown by riding the upper segment slightly high, it follows that
the point at which deviation from ILS glideslope becomes 0.25 dot
or less is closer to touchdown. It can be srcn by comparing the plots
that this is tho case. On the second approach, deviation be,crmo 0.,%5
dot somewhere between 1.9 N.M. (0.27 dot) and 1.8 N.M. (0.18 dot).
On the third and sixth approaches (both of which are very close to
nominal), deviation became less than 0.25 dot hetwecn 2.1 and '%0
N.M. After glideslope capture, it can be seen'th,at the group
slightly below glideslope (maximizes at 092 dot si -r a 0.338 at 0.9
N'.M., which is approximately 15 1 low at this point.
Thizd and Sixth Approaches - (Second and third Flight Director Two-
Segment Approaches flown in the aircraft) - The initial upper segment
overshoot on these two approaches is very nearly the'semL as the second
approach above (first two-segment approach). Both of these approaches
show tighter upper segment tracking from the 3.6 mile point oroward.
The glideslope capture points and glideslope stabilization points
are very close to nominal. A particularly important point to consider
is the significantly tighter 1 sigma envelope which is in both cases
as tight or tighter than the standard IIS envelope.
FILINGS FR%1 THE PLOT l ANALYSIS -
1. Average two-segment vertical profile tracking accuracy by the
pilots in the sample was connistently comparable to ILS tracking
accuracy throughout most of the profile.
2. Initial average overshoot of upper segment is only slightly
greater (in feet) than the average IIS overshoot. The group
reeuired about 0.6 miles to correct back to, within 0.25 dots
after overshooting the ILS anCr only about 0.4 mile 'to correct
back to within 0.25 dots after overshooting upper segment. Since
upper segment capture requires a flight path angle change of
about twice that required for ILS glideslope capture, it is felt,
that the upper segment transition was as well or better flown
than the ILS transition.
3. Cn average, the group flew very slightly througn ITS gli.de"lopc 01
transition from u pper segment. The largest deviation belm; glire-
slope is 0.21/sigma.326 dot on the third approach (second two-z:q
:-lent) at 1.3 miles from touchdown. The maximum for tine 97
director two-segment approaches (Plot 1-A) is `=.16/si mui ."'_ dot
rot 1.2 miles. On the standard MS the pilots were sligh'l,! @yolow
glideslope from 3.3 to 2.1 miles and were 0.14/sigma .222 bolos:
at 0.7 .riles from touchdown. At 0.4 miles they were 0.16/signer .l,.:,
low; although this is the area at which the data scatter starts ;,r
bocr!rne fairly large on all of the approaches. The point in t10--
coT,parisen is that deviations below glidrslope out.of the transitior.'
OF pWR ,,@U
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from upper segment,are of substantially the same magnitude as
deviationsafter stabilisation on glidealope in the standard ITS,
and in all cases, these deviations are less than 0.25 dot.
4. The data scatter inside of 0.4 H.14. from touchdown precludes
accurate analysis of group performance at Category II DH
(100'AGL). This appears to be principally the result of breaking
the approach off slightly earlier than this. (0f 60 two-segment
flight director approaches considered, recorded & to shows
application of power for Cc-Around in 48 of the sixty cases at
0.4 miles or greater from touchdown).
In the last mile (from about 300'AGL at 1 mile to about 1221AGL
at 0.4 mile), the group average deviation from glideslope was
about 0.01 dot high for the ILS, 0.14 dot low for the first
two-segment approach; 0.03 dot low for the second two-segment and
0.03 dot low for the third two-segment (6th approach).
While it cannot bp stated as fact that at Category IT D11) 96%
L2 sigma) of the group would have been within Category II
tolerances, the analysis of the approach down to 0.4 I.M.
(122'AGL) strongly suggests that they would have been well within
Category II tolerances at DTI if they had continued down to 100'
AGL before applying go-around power.
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PLOT 1-A MUMS
This plot shows the larger statistical sample average (97 flight
director two-segment) plotted against the average auto-coupled
manual throttle tracking performance (based on 54 two-segment
approaches).
This plot shows the following:
(1) The upper segment pre-capture profiles are nearly identical. The
autopilot maximum overshoot is slightly smaller and is a gen-
erally more deliberate transition maneuver. The deviation wash-
out is more deliberate on autopilot than when the approach is
manually flown.
(2) Approaching glideslope capture point, the flight director and
autopilot deviations from upper segment are very close to equal.
The pilots flew slightly tighter on flight director than the
autopilot	 flew the same portion of the profile.
(3) The deviation excursion differences in the 3.0-2.6 N.M. range
suggest that the pilots started to anticipate the transition and
thus delayed glideslope capture point by a small amount. The
autopilot plot suggests that it continued to correct toward upper
segment and at the approximately nominal 2.8-mile point, upper
segment capture point was reached and the deviation reference
switched, which accounts for the discontinuity which is shown
at that point.
	
The transition shows that the pilots completed
their transition a little faster than the autopilot (they
started slightly later and were on glideslope center slightly
earlier). This faster correction probably accounts for the
slightly greater deviation below glideslope, though it should be
recognized that the difference is very small between flight
director and autopilot.
At the 0.4 N.M. point, the turn-up of the flight director plot
and the turn-down of the autopilot plot are partially from small
sample sizes and other factors which affect data scatter. It
should be remembered that at this range, the beam is very tight,
and deviations (in dots) this close in represent very small
displacements (in feet) from beam center.
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FINDINGS FROM PLOT 1-A A:U.LYSIS
1. On averagep the pilots flew the approach on flight director as well
an the autopilot fln^.: it. The slightly more rapid corrections back
to profile center on flight directoran compared to autopilot are
characteristic of human judgment, and roaction factors as compared
to the mechanized correetipn rate of the autopilot when it in this
close to beam center.
2. As with Plot 1p the data scatter and statistical sample size inside
of 0.4 miles precludes accurate analysis. In the 1-mile to 0.4-mile
ranngep the pilot Group were maintaining very small deviation toler-
ances. The data suggests that at Cate ory II DII (100 ,AGL)p it.is
reasonable to azs=e that 969 (2 si&ma) would have been within
Category II vertical deviation tolerances if they had continued
to thin point 7rior to applying go-around power.
s
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FLIGHT DIRECTOR PITCH CU-VIAND FOLLOWING
Plots 1 and lA show how closely the Pilot Group tracked the zero verti-
cal deviation profile. Plots 2 and 2A show how closely the pilots
followed the flight director pitch commands throughout the four differ-
ant approaches analyzed. As with Plot 1, the solid curve is the statis-
tical average. The dashed curves represent the ± 1 sigma envelope.
In interpreting Plots 2 and 2A, it is important to recognize that when
the pilot is maintaining the commanded pitch attitude at any given
point on the profile, the pitch command bar displacement should be
zero. While these curves are plotted as ,itch coimand bar displacement,
the real meaning which should be attached to them is that the Pilot
Group were maintaining a pitch attitude which was at variance with the
attitude needed to track the zeco-vertical deviation profile.
-ys-
PWT 2 ANALYSIS
Flight Director IIw (First Approach) - Au exFectod, the Group flew	
li
the Plight director vary tightly on the ILS approach from gli.deslopo
oupture onwi.rd. In the 5-to-4-milo range, the smallor samplo held
their attitude slightly high (command bar slightly low) which
accounts for the longer period to correct back to glideslope after
initial overshoot discussed in the Plot 1 analysis. The larger
sample (Plot 2A) or average, held a slightly lower attitude than
co;imanded. In both cases, however, these are fractions of t o for
the entire approach.
Second Approach (First Two-Segment Flight Director) - This app-
roach turned out very much as expected. From upper segment capture
point (about 6 't.M.) onward to glideslope capture point, one sees
the pitch attitude being held high. Plot 1 verifies the expected
result in that the aircraft remains above upper segment all the
way down. Also, as expected, the 1-sigma envelope is quite large
until approximately 1 * 4 N.M.,, which is about the point at which the
Group is back or. the famili&;r "ground" o° the TLS glideslope.
Third and Sixth Approaches (Second and Third Two-Segment F/D Approa
The Group follows the flight director very well on these approaches
in the upper segment regime. The hold-off after initial overshoot
in-the third approach, particularly, is of shorter duration than
after the ILS overshoot. Both of the glideslope transitions show
more of a reluctance to pick the nose up than on the second approach.
Plot 1 shows the Group flying directly through the glideslope and
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PLOT 2 _ FLIGHT DIRECTOR PITCH COMMAND FOLLOWING
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catching it with n smooth correction back toward cantor. The 1-
sigma envelope on the third approach in nnrticularly good. The
sixth in very good from about mid-upper sogment onward. Nothing
elsewhere in the date explains the relatively large scatter in
the 6-to-4.5-mile range. Plot 1. however, shows that despite this
scatter, the profile was the best-flown of all (including the IL5)
in this mileage regime.
Plots 2-B (1) and (2) - These plots bring the flight director
following and aircraft vertical deviation plots together in order
to show the approximate magnitude of the vertical deviation from
profile which resulted from the groups! flight director following_
errors. They are self-explanatory and will. not be further analyzed.
ii
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CONCLUSIONS FRU4 PLOT 2 ANALYSIS
1. With very little practice in the procedure, the transition to upper
segment can bt: well-flown. Likewise, tracking accuracies on upper
segment compare favorably with IIS glideslope tracking.
2. Flight Director guidance throughout the profile appears to be correct
and accurate.
3. The glideslope transition maneuver appears to be properly commanded.
The Pilot Group, on average, flies very slightly through the glide-
slope but consistently corrects back and does not exceed Cat II
vertical deviation criteria.
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Plot ^ Airspeed Control and Throttle Activity
In light of the si.,=nifYcant numb*.r of pilots who ranked airspeed
control pas h r-7n`, slightly ,•ore difficult in the two-segment approach
than in t1ir! IL3 9 a comparison of power control demands between the
TLS and two-soLment approaches has been made in Plot 3. As with
the pitch and roll activity com parisons, a finding, that the two-
segment a pproach significantly increased this part of of the
pilot physical workload would influence the overall conclusions as
to the safety of the procedure..
The airspeed profiles in Plot 3 show exactly what was to be expected.
The pilots flew good ILS speed profiles. At the typical gross
weights at which the ILS approaches were flown, target speed was
about 140 KIA3. In the two-segment a pproaches (flown generally at
lighter weights than the ILS), Vref was typically 137-135 KIAS.
The profile shown good Upper Segment stabilization at Vref+10 with
a good 10-knot bleed to Vref in the glideslope transition regime and
slightly thereafter. For purposes of this analysis, it has been
assumed that the pilots flew both types of approach to the same acc-
uracy standard as regards airspeed scheduling. Differences in power
control activity are therefore considered as an index of relative
pilot physical workload as regards power control.
In interpreting the throttle activity portion of Plot 3, it should
be recognized that this was summarized in 0.1 name increments. The
plotted values represent the sum total of the advancements and retard-
ations which occurred in the previous 0.1 name expressed in percent
of available throttle movement. This was measured by a transducer
on the throttle linkage and calibrated 0-100% between flight idle ad
thr position corresponding to 100%RPM.
The throttle activity plot is consistent with the special power con-
trol demands of the two-segment approach. The sudden rise at approx-
imately 6.5 name corresponds to the range at which the vertical dev-
iation bar in the HSI starts to move downward from two dots. Although
not plotted, a similar rise (which is less sustained) appears in the
ILS data (Appendix III). Activity remains higher in the Upper Segment
transition and stabilization than in the ILS which shows three distinct
activity demand points between 5.2 and 3.2 miles. As is to be expected,
power control activity rises again in the two-segment approach during
the transition from Upper Segment to glideslope. It is important to
recognize that this is the portion of the profile in which s peed bleeds
from Vref+10 to Vref on glideslope. A significant point is that after
the 1.3-mile point onward, power control workload demands for the IIS
exceed those of the two-segment approach.
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Findings from Plot 3 Analvsin
1. Power control pilot workload in the Upper Segment transition of
the two-segment rpproach is higher and more sustained than the trans-
ition to glideslope in the standard ILS.
2. The power control workload factor again er—oeds the demands of the
ILS in the glideslonp -transition from Upper Segment. This is t.o he
expected since no such maneuver is required in the ILS after initial
transition.
3. Based on this data, the pilot group diverted more activity to
power control in the final portion of the ILS than in the two-seg-
ment approach to maintain the same speed control performance. (Note;
Data cut-off is at 0.7 n.m, because,as stated earlier, of the 60
approaches considered, power ap,)lications for go-around occurred
in the great majority of cases in the 0.4-0.7 n.m. range).
4. After the large power adjustment at about 6.5 miles, the
magnitude of power control activity is no larger than that for vl-e 1W
except that it is more sustained in the two transition areas.
5. After initial overshoot correction, power and speed stabilization
on upper segment are excellent. In this range, the group encountered
considerably power control activity on the ILS, this being 2-3 miles
after glideslope transition.
Pitch and Roll Activity
These two parameters were recorded in the evEluaticn in order to 0e 1.cr-
mine the relative physical effort expended by the ;clot in flying the
IIS and the two-sefpnent approaches.
Plots 1 and 1-A have shown that the group tracked the vertical nro£ile
of the two-oegment app-reach as well as they tracked the 11Z prcfil?.
A comparison of localizes trdeking l.erfcrmance (AppcndixIlI ahows
negligible differences in lateral tracking performance. For psirpusee
of this analysis, it has therefore been assauoed that pilot tracictnr
performance is substantially the same on both types of approacl.. a
comparison of pitch and roll activity betwoon the IIS and two-segment
gpproach therefore becomes an Index of the relative physical ti=urklcad
n flying the two approaches to the same performance standard.
Plots 4, 4-A, and 4-B make this comparison. Pitch activity is ex-
pressed in degrees-seconds. Control colrnn movement from trimmed zero
(in either direction) titres the number of seconds the column i.a die,-
placedihave been summed in 0.1 NM increments in Appendix. III. %oll
activity has been similarly derived using control wheel angular displace-
ment.
Given the assumption that the group tracked both profiles with sub-
stantially the same accuracy, a comparison of pitch and roll activity
levels between the two types of approach (flight dirs^ctor Ili and
flight director two-segment) will be used as a factor in the conclus-
lons regarding the safety of the procedure. Any significant Inerc:asc
in overall workload (or in some specific portion of the approach) ..°ill
be reflected as having a potential impact on safety, by the °mc.
token, negligible differences will be interpreted as indicatin- that
the two-segment approach does not impact safety relative to thr; ILL
approach from the pilot workload standpoint.
Plot 4 Analysis
Plot 4 makes two separate pitch activity comparisons and one roll
activity comparison. In interpreting the two pitch activity plots,
it is im crtant to recognize the very small scale factor. This scaae
has been blcwn up to facilitate plotting and visual comparison. It
is one-tenth the scale used on the roll activity plot.
Flight Director Pitch Activity - IPS vs Two-Segment (Plot 4)
One important point is shown in this
pitch activity for the two-segment a
that required for the standard I1S.
for the two points on the two-segment
would be ex-pected (upper segment and
plot. This is that the av+_°rap,e.
ppreach: is consistently le:s that,
It can also be seen that, e:ccr-pt
 approach where incr:a,x41 ac'ivity
glideslope transitions), the
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aactivity level iz very stable thrcu^;hout until about thst 1.4 634 point
at w1d.ah tie n it rises. It should be noted that activity on the YSr3
also rises tit this Point and that the. rise in IPS activity is na_;_r].y
double that shown f'or "hr, two-segment in the zwae pos •tic>n of the
approach. Tt shosid el.s ry be rocop;nizod that this risr is charrucE.cristic
of a precision approacY in which the hc,, an is narrowing; uiglll the pilot
cone s^ntrr+tev -ore hrrvily on naintain-*n,, 7 ^airy small rieviutions.
Two-Segment pitch ketivity - 'Flight Director vs Autopilot ( plot 4)
This ilot is ccnristent with the differences noted In Plot I-A. Acti-
vity is subwt,entially the swnc^ in bot% ceawca, until correction baack to
upper zeg-,ent after initial overshoot. At this point, the. "ti^ht
diren'or eit e r^tivit , is atF_ble but slightly higher thus autopilot
pitcF. activ5 y.	 ':his rcccunt3 for the e ,.rlier correction back to
upper segment shown for the flight director than the more deliberate
autopilot correction shover. in I-A. Plight dirsct.o_ activity is con-
siderebly higher in thr -Iijeslope iratnsition portion, but this i s
 awo
consistent with ?_ct 1-3: which apperre to reflect a slightly more
rapid trr nsiticn ,.he-. bn;ng hand flown tl ,Ln A,^hen on auto°r il pt, Glide-
slop ,-, stLbiliz:°tion and r-pproacb ccm4lotion levels are nuLrly idcntic,,L
botk+ in magnitude of activity incrEair,
 and in general level.
Two-Segment :toll rctivity - Plight Director vs Autopilot (Plot 4)
Two ac,?.nts cen 'Lc made from this plot.. The first it that them is a
characteristic rice in activity as the aircraft get-- nearer to
touchuoun. Vie is rrinciraily the result of the nFarrc;,!n,^ of the
loot 1 i zryr This !j tr r )e rf tc th `,i rIutcnilot .nd f°." i ght dir-
ector plots. The second point is tl:=_t there: is nc :,i.nif.icani
general !ar specific) differsnre bctr , ebe hand-flown flight dircctrr
and itc,,il c t activity '.hroug;hout the approscY.
ORtGnat YA011 1^
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Detallad Utch ctivity - Is&- 2nd. 3zd gl o13 6th Aonronchnn (!'lot 4-A)
The complexity of the detalled pitch ne Uvity plot of the four approaches
must be considered In light of the greatly expr>nded legrees-seconds
scale which it was necessary to use to separate the plots from each
other. The approximately averaged curves appears below the detailed plot.
The important facts which this plot shows are:
(1) The general level of pitch activity of the IIS and the two-segment
approaches is generally the same throughout the approaches.
(2) ` , There is a characteristic rise in pitch activity from commencement
of all of the approaches to the point at which the approaches
,,were broken off for a go-around.
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Detailed Roll Activity - 1st. 2nd, 3rd, and 6th Approaches (plot y,a)
This plot c{.mparwn thu roll activity level- of the Might. director
I1Z and Ue throe fltyht, director two-sel"ent approachon f'Jown by thn
19-pilot statiatical sample used for the let-2nd-3rd-lath epproach
analysis. It ohowo u a +,mowhat higher roll activity 1cve1 for the two-
vohment approach inaido of approrv^ately llidoslope capture point (abcut
or3 104). Se .f this is the result of data scatter of the smaller
statiCtical sample. If the roll activity of tho larger sw.iple in Plot 2
in superimposed on this plotp the activity i:i still, slightly higher
than the 11.:;, but only very slightly.
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1. The two-segment approach does not significantly impact pilot
physical workload in controlling the airplane's pitch attitude in
performing to substantially the same vertical and lateral deviation
the IIS Since t two-segment 	  effectivelyas i	 	 o ® wo	 approachstandards 
	
n	 i	 h	 e an  ^ PP
entails an intercept from below and followed by a second intercept
from above, it is felt that this factor would show significant
overall differences in pitch control activity if it were demanding
more pilot attention than the IIS.
2. Roll activity is slightly higher in the two-segment than the IIS
in the final portion of the approach. It can only be .surmised
that the sum total of pitch change and airspeed control in the
glideslope transition .regime demanded more of the pilot's attent-
ion than would normally be demanded in the IIS.
on lusiopy Rea_ardina Qverg 1. Safety of the Two-Seamont A roseh
Proce^}i rg
1. The procedure is acceptably safe.
2. The systev, as evaluated provides adequate 6-uidance for use in IFR.
3. The two-segment approach crew procedures and techniques are not
significantly different from the standard ILLS in any way which de-
grades safety.
4. The profile transitions are safe and easy to fly. At these points,
pilot workload is slightly higher in power and attitude control than
in the IIs; however, this increase does not result in any apparent
unsafe tracking performance or in undue diversion from other essen-
tial cockpit duties.
5. Typical engine power settings required for u pper segment tracking
under representative conditions are acceptable. Under some above-
the-surface tailwind conditions (which exceed permissible surface
tailwind components for landing), engine power might be too low for
full anti-ice capabilities, without the use of moderately easy-
metrical engine power. Under such conditions, the procedure would
probably not be recommended.
6. Upper segment descent rates are acceptable except under some above-
the-surface tailwind conditions. As with 5 above, these conditions
would be fe)r winds exceeding permissible landing tailwind components.
7. Glideslope transition and stabilization altit+;des are safe and
acceptable. (Note: Several pilot comments 'related to this factor
indicated that the altitudes used in the procedure were safe but
that lower altitudes than these would not be acceptable.)
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IS THE TWO-SEGMENT SYSTEM AND
PROCEDURE OPERATIONALLY
PILOT-ACCEPTABLE
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Two principal objectives were involved in the Guest Pilot Evaluation.
The first was to establish that the procedures were safe for use in the
six-month in-service evaluation which was to follow. The second was
that the group should evaluate the procedure from the standpoint of
whether they, as pilots, felt that the procedures would be operationally
acceptable to the general pilot community.
It was recognized that the pilots would be making their ,judgments from
a "test tube" environment which lacked many of the every-day elements of
air carrier operations (revenue passengers aboard, interfacing with
other scheduled traffic in a heavy-traffic ATG environment, etc.). It
afforded the best opportunity, however, to "try it on for size" before
going into the in-service evaluation where these missing elements would
be present.
No two pilots were expected to use exactly the same "yardstick" for
accepting (or not accepting) the procedure. Question 4-A was framed
to elicit each pilot's comments regarding whether it was operationally
sound and acceptable. Its companion question (4-B) was intended to
show the principal basis upon which he had ,judged the procedure an
operationally acceptable (or lacking). Questions 5 and 6 were exten-
sions of the broader question 4. It was felt that the transition man-
euvers and the inter-transition portion of the profile (to which
questions 5 and 6 were addressed) represents most of what was new and
un-familiar, and would therefore yield comments bearing on conclusions
regarding acceptatico by the Guest Pilots. Pilot responses to ques-
tions 4-AB, 5 and 6, along with the Part I responses, therefore form
the principal basis for conclusions related to pilot acceptance.
As with the preceding safety analysis, certain performance data de-
rived from Appendix tilwill be gi.ven appropriate weight in any con-
clusions to which the data perta"ns.
Because the basis for comment (particularly in question 4-A) is poten-
tially very broad, an attempt to categorize the comments under a few
general headings has been made. The verbatim comments (and aq sub.
sequent correspondence) are contained in Appendix 1. The general
categories and their rationale are:
r
I I
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(1) Pjjgt Workload and/orPh deal Cockpit Activity - In the pre-
ceding analysis of safety, certain indicators of the level of this
activity were considered as bearing indirectly upon safety if they
reflect6d an undue diversion of the pilot's attention from other
essential cockpit activity. In this analysis, these and other
factors will be treated as having a direct relationship to pilot
acceptance, on the premise that any pilot workload and/or phy-
sical cockpit activity demands which are markedly increased by
the two-segment procedure would make the procedure less pilot-
acceptable.
(2) External Factors - This category will relate principally to any
external factors with which the pilot must cope in his approach to
landing. The extent to which the effect of these factors is dif-
ferent in the two-segment approach from the IIS approach will be
given appropriate weight in the conclusions.
(3) Profile And Procedural Considerations - Comments relating to
profile geometry or to approach procedures will be placed in this
category.
(4) Misgellaneous - Comments not appropriate to any of the above cate-
gories -AU be placed in this category.
_	 4	 p
a
QUESTION 4 A-B SMIARY AND ANALYSIS
(37 Simulators 45 Aircraft !2 estionnaires)
OESTIOU 4-A _ Do you feel the two_semnent anproach yrni I%ve flown cLn Im.
flown in normal line operation?
ii
h-^ - Jhat factor€ are involved in your answer to L-A?
Question G it-B Response Syt %=
	MULATOR	 AIRCR FP
"Yes" (With no classifiable comment) 	 3	 7
"Yes" (With clan€ifiable convent)	 33	 36
	
0	 0
Classified by content as ""Ito" 	 1	 2
Total
	 37	 45
The "Yes" with classifiable comments category is broken down k,olow.
The tetals exceed the number of pilots because many responses to h-A
and 4-B introduced more than one idea in a single resnonse.
Pilot workload/Cockpit Actiyjt4X
	
SDIULATOR	 A I7 R FT
Workload increased (particularly on Plight
Director.	 0	 1
Workload not increased (or not;?appreciably
higher that. Standard RS). 	 5	 5
Good instrumen'Lation/guidance
	 1	 2
As easy/easier than nS	 0	 0
Total	 6	 17
-70-
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External Factors
Procedure has icing/tailwind limitations
Procedure more pilot/passenger acceptable
in windshear/turbulence conditions.
1
Acceptable with approj.^a operational
awl weather 1D,itations
Total
roCile and Pro eslurcis
Profile/procedures s'-ple, easy to fly
Good transitions/stabilization/power/
descent rates
Good profile if glideslope stabilization
is ;GG , (AIL) or higher
Tot -I
Miscellaneous
Acceptable procedure. with adequate training/
familiarity in line use.
Needs GM-Line evaluation/greater pilot sr,:iple
Total
Total ("Yes'1-clas,i£iable)
to
3 1
13 1^^
K5 y	
1
Classified "No" hr Content
Potential- safety „?roblems in two-segment;
can't foresee all problems at this tire	 i	 J
Sink rate/lookout poor 	 ?	 1
Crew fatigue-potential safety factor 	 1	 G
Co-3rouisss safety for noise abatement
	 G	 1
OF
Total
	 2
I
OR^^^ Yt►
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a
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,yneF :ion A. A-H Analvsis:
The y;encral tenor of pilot responses to rjucstion 4-A is that the
U10-0egment aoproach procedures are operationally pilot-acceptable.
Cnly in a few ipecific areas is there n significant number of com-
.mento which allude to limitations as to its use in normal line
opora,tions :
(1) 3cirk; and	 limitations.
(2) Its use down to appropriate minimums and appropriate
operating limitations.
(3) 'Training and/or sufficient use to permit the pilot to gain
fam i 3?arity with the procedures and/or system management.
.Xe::tien 4 A-A Findinvo :
1. The two-segment approach procedure can be flown in normal line
c;porations with appropriate liaaitaLions related to the external
factors which !affect the use o" any approach procedure.
2. '-"`.e -recedure i_ pilot-acceptable from the workload and cockpit
%otiviLy standpoint.
'.1, c ,-cfile geometry is good. The procedure is easy to fly.
- 7x-	
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D' TIOPf - Iti: T', SUVARY AND ANALYSIS
37 Simulator; k5 Aircraft Questionnaires
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Question 5 wits intended to explore piloL reaction to the entire upper
segment transition maneuver. This included:
(a) Pre-transition annunciation and instrument cues which the pilot
needs for proper configuration and eneror management.
(b) Differences between this transition and the standard IIS traneitic
as regards configuration, speed and power control.
(c) Differences in t"Cie ease of following; flight director com-.ands in
the upper segment transition as compared to the standard li'
transition.
(d) Same as (c) above for auto-coupled transition.
(e) Differences in crew workload to establish speed and power for
stabilized upper segment tracking as compared to the same activity
in the stands rd IIS .
(f) Is the transition too abrupt? Too !r 2y"?
(g) Is the transition maneuver pilot-acceptable'l
One of the principal criteria used in the procedures development was
that from the pilot technique standpoint )
 the two-segment approach ti+suYl
be as similar in all respects to the stundurd IIS as possible. The
differences between the upper segment and IIS transitions are more a
matter of degree than of technique, the principal differences being in
the amount r^ f attitude charge required, the substantially lower I4wer
settings and slight differences in flap management.
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UE,LT1O:1 5 rMFCASE ST-'NARY
An examinz Lion ^f the °4uestion 5 ver atim responses in Appendioe I trill
shod .uncrouo short and succinct corrwient y such as 11 smcoth - n, , *arobler"",
"nZap l?en 4. 11 , Ae. ^or ponrposes r"f this %nalysis, such ee"ruaent,n rxrn
f.ne.(,rpro' s.(A its r ,sflo:tini , the pilot"as )plrilon that tho 1.rrsnoftia,n	 n-
nuvnr In	 The assumptir,n hn-o Lnon mado I_t'ml, Iuo .rc110d rvL
havo oolutA,0 >om-Y: a torn if he felt rwLhnrwine.
SDMULTOR	 y1I..0&L' PIP
No response
	 6	 1
Acceptable ("s%coth", ""no-problem li , ""excellent") 17
	 21
Acceptable (with conraent) 	 14	 23
Unaccentable
	 0	 0
Total
	 37	 45
The ""acceptable with ce?rtent" category is broken Clown below. Sono
response:, introd?iced °-.cre than ore idea in a single response.
SIMMIATOR AI3.i016ri,
Pre-captire confiLnzation necessary/needed
earlier. 7 !,
No unusual techniques/trim. 1 1
Ok with practice. _ y
Transition fsst/Fester than expect6d. !, 3
Transition "lazy". 0
Transition comparable or better than 11S. 0 3
Transition is speed critical. 4
Transition "not so good". 1 C
Plenty of time to stabilize on UPPER. 1 -
Better on nanual throttles/power rnnagement. 0 3
Uor_kl.oad increases (particularly 4.1, fast). - 1
Ok day VFR - potential problem nilht/IFR.
- 1
Total 18 27
ORIGW
OF p^ QU^OB $
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: UFMOU 5 A IALYAS
The comment;3 indicate very little problem eaith the upper transition.
The detailed commusto point up the nerd for slightly ourlier uwe caaa•l-
uro corifl guratirn cur::, tho critical Ety of propor ontry ;apesd-t nrel IUn
fact that, In a rom1ber. of s:anoa tho tranni.l.ion wa.^ fnAr-r than 1N1u tAloE
had oypentod or thought it ohould be.
The configuration cue problem was recognized early; however, under true
circumstances, it An felt necessary to accept this ronalty K fave-n
of a realistic deviation gain (250 1/dot) which was necessary for good
upper segment tracking. A gain switch after capture from abo°at 5G+•1/
dot (to give better nro-configuration cues) to 2501/dot for trickiga
was found impracticable and unacceptable because a sudden deviation
excursion at gain switchover point was virtually impossible to attvin
without very,Ygnifi.cant equipment modifications.
JUEGTI0N 5 FINDINGS
1. The unpor transition is pilot acceptable.
2, Pre-capture configuration cues arc slightly later than they
might be to be optimum.
3. Small variations in entry spends =< ke signifi.crit differs-,aces
in the ease with which the transition is accann1iwhryd.
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QUESTION fi SMWRY AND ANALYSIS
(37 Simulator - 45 Airplane Westionnairca)
e11" TIC^°1 6 - 1I TS YOUR OPINION OF MF TRA x1:,ITI01.1
 
TO THE GLIMSLOPE?
.'ar17`•r nval.nutionc and various, pvblished utatemento gave the indication
s. I!t t VoI traa-nation from Upper Soi rent to MS Glideslope (or Lower Se cnt)
ca:a rol:;id_ros i.?ao moot safety- and pilot acceptance-critical portion of
the twee-segmont procedure. Tine Project Pilot group conducted a very 'a-
t,LiV d invcu'ivatton into the indivi]ual and interdependent variables that
arc involvo^i in this portion of the Iip roach. ^ucstion 6 was written as
a completely frec-form question in order to elicit Guest Pilot opinion
on anything involved in the maneuver from coxa-Inco rnt at Glidealope
Canturc Point to Glideslope stabilization point.
As with the Question 5 summary and e-nalynis, such comments as "smooth",
"gradual anti smooth" - I.e. have been interpreted to mean that the pilot
cnnsid'ors 1-'%I rannuvc-;r acceptable. In addition to 1.1his ty,nc of comment,
t%cre are craweral cof1D=ts which reflect pleasant uurprise at the man-'
a°sa	 In line abortncc of some a^''itional specific statement to the con-
d;r ;ry, thcoi have beaus interpreted h:s an indication of the pilot's acc-
pn Uanr '1 P
gMZT101 6 RFSPOg>` E SAOI'MItY
OCK ENT CATEGORY
	
GL'MU1J.TOR	 AIRPUKE
To Reunonsc	 -	 1
nccents51r (without quzilifying ccm-ent)	 21	 26
Acceptable (kith comment)
	 16	 18
1lnacceotahle
	 _	 _
Total	 37	 45
-	
-"'he nabxrof Vic comments made in the responses are broken down as frillowa:
;ood ,. th i " oper guidance	 -	 1
;uld iinoo 10 =;00T1	 -	 1
''I control/ '..rim easy
	
1	 1
!'re1'?*Y^u m • nntiAxl t ^hrottles	 1	 9
1'crl°lead not increased
hiihor in spoed/power/scanning
	
1	 4
Gootl if utabilizod for entry 	 1
Likes nonn"ant apeed transition 	 1
Likp u 1C-knot increment on Upper	 3	 1
Co+_c: slit% rroprr training/familiarity	 4	 u
17Iprev&:nent over earlier procedures 	 1	 -
Flight Director better than Autopilot 	 1	 1
Good if commenced by 3000"-Stab. on G/S by 500' 1
r. * rr -tarts tI high/takes too much alt. 	 1	 1
Gocl in 27^R	 -	 1
11 r i ^ c _ ant in coo `le tr, pm7,r%- that give
me rr,ncerW1	- 	 1
QUAWS!
P
d` 	 u	 i
OUMTIO"31j FTNDINS
1. 'he gli oleelope tr_a • nition maneuver is pilot-aaoontali"illc+. "' w?a o 1, 'A,o
vtatcm a^nt 01.4or in t"_ris questlon or in queation 3 which wti,121d a '-
ieate tlulit :iny 01 , ,t in the grosjpe ronnidera the y lfnrer tr^ne^L'itloy^
unadiro.
2. The sane ¶;vnr au evdrluated appears to htiva alla;rt_Kl cs.rlier vtn"_r Dw
., rngurdn Woh sink raten,glidcalone undor^aoot and engine apoe l -
ul ^lvc e_t low altit..aec.
PILOT QUESTIONNAIRE PART I ANALYSIS
The Part I questionnaire analysis appears in the preceding discussion
on safety of the procedure p and will therefore not be repeated in
this section.. (See pp 34-35)
As explained earlier, the Part I responses were treated as indirect
factors in the conclusions regarding safety. In the following
findings, they have been considered as bearing-directly on pilot
acceptance.
FINDINGS FROH PART I ANALYSIS AS IT RELATES TO PILOT ACCEPTANCE
1. The two-segment approach procedure does not have a significantly
greater impact on pilot cockpit activity than the standard ILS
procedure.
2. Instrument scanning and airspeed control are slightly more diffi-
cult in the two-oegment approach. These factors do not constitute
an unacceptable workload increase over the Standard ILS workload
requirements.
Ofiih^IN^' RAGIA S^i
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CCCKPIT INSTRMIENT DISPLAYS AND ANNUNCIATIONS
BV
(3) CGCKPIT A WOW 1AT4f1=AND 4iUTNU Eif 1P RIG11WLS 0- G
The responses to Questions 1 and 2 and any applicable written comments
on Part I of the questionnaire constitute the principal sources upon
which the conclusions regarding instrument and annunciator displays are
based. Generally, the pilot either approved of these displays or
recommended changes which he specified in his responses.
The following tables summarize the responses W these questions:
Question 1 Summary and Analysis
This summary is based on 37 simulator and 45 aircraft questionnaires.
Question 1 - Would you like to see any changes made to the existing,
annunciator display? If yes, what changes?
Question 1 Summary	 Simulator Aircraft
29 26
- 3
1 1
1 1
4 2
- 1
1 1
1 3
10 change recommended
Annumto changes/additions recommended:
(a) 2-seg switch'on/2-seg o armed lite
(b) 2-seg°fail lite
(c) Airport elevation set annunciator
(d) Annuno Alt Hold and/or A/T modes
(e) Add Hadalt visual/aural warning at
10001-800'(AGL)
(f) Illuminate "upper segment" and "glide-
slope" amber at same time
(g)- Extinguish "upper segment" green at
"glideslope ll green
3
i' A
i
Orion i Su marry Cont. Simu_lotor Aircraft
No change recommended 20 21
Recorunended changes:
(a) Display raw G/S on HSI and computed
data on ADI w' 5
(b) Investigate feasibility of (a) above 1 2
(c) Display computed data on ADZ on U/S
and switch to raw G/S at G/S capture 3 6
(d) Display raw G/S on HSI - 5
—8/ —
i
ir
Relocations or logic changes recommended:
(a) Place Approach Progress Display
immediately above ADI	 -	 2
(b) Inhibit "glideslope" amber until
at least 1000 1 below, U/S capture	 -	 1
(e) Move 2-seg selector switch or make
it different frcm marker 'beacon switch 	 _	 1
(d) Make 2-seg selector switch engageable
only if all valids are present	 1	 1
(e) (Comment) Blank "U/S" distracting
on standard IIZ	 1	 1
(f) Display F/D modes in HSI	 1	 -
Question 2 Summary and Analysis
Question 2: Would you like to see any change in the instrument
displ_y_l If yes, what changes?
FXZPONSE SUMMARY
Simulator Aircraft
f{
Ques ion+ a	 Coat.	 m+1.t4T Aircraft
(e) Dampen sudden switch of vertical
deviation bar on HSI at CIS capture	 2
'	 (f) Place 2-seg selector switch on F/D
mode selector panel
li
(g) Group all 2-seg switches/controls
together	 1	 3
(h) Improve HSI-visual configuration cues 	 1	 -•
(i) Heading bug color (hard to read)	 -	 1'
(J) ASI hard to read/ASI scale orientation	 1	 1
^ lit' cr5^t cSA^ ^ (^ ^^ a ^ ¢^ ^ ^: ^: ^>^ ^i /^! ^^ ^ r^, °,^ p^^ ^ S
The recommendations relating to extinguishing the "upper segment"
annunciation at glideslooe capture were carefully considered. It was
felt that this would not be consistent with the established progress
display light convention wherein once illuminated, that light is not
extinguished so long as the procedure continues normal progress
through the subsequent steps.
,A tote1 of eleven comments (aim and aircraft) were made concerning
separate annunciation of the two-segment on/armed/fail and annun-
ciating the altitude hold and autothrotttle modes. The original
equipment design proposed by Collins included a"two-segment approach-
normal" and a°two-segment fail-below glideslope" annunciator. "these
aci„unciators were deleted from the system for two principal reasons:
(1) A light should be added to the panel only if its message is such
that safety is compromised in the time lapse which might be
involved in the pilot's recognizing and interpreting this message
from a less obvious source and/or (2) it is required by regulation
—82^
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or is considered operationally necessary for some reason different
from (1) above. In this particular case, the lltv.o-segment-normal't
light was functionally little more than a switch position indicator
light. The "fail" light was considered redundant because failure
of the system, while it is serving as the vertical guidance source,
disconnects the autopilot and/or biases the command bars from view.
The two-segment system, even when selected "Off", does not alter
the operational logic of any of the flight director or autopilot
nodes other than the-auto approach modes. Any two-segment failure
affecting the usability of either system is therefore manifested
to the pilot in a manner already proven adequate and reliable
under such conditions.
Considerable corment was received (8 simulet)r, 18 aircraft) relating
to raw data versus computed vertical deviation data on the ADI and
HSI. Several combinations were mentioned. This matter was discussed
L:..	 3
at length in the system design phase. It is felt that the divergent
opinicns were princirally the result of different airline instrumentat-
ion contests, differences in pilot backgrounds and training and differ-
ences in indivldur.1 flest cont gurations. The decision to display
raw IIS glideslope on the nrLmzry instrument was based on several im-
portent factors: (1) Raw ILS glideslope information which is un-
switched and not processed through the two-segment system, should be
available to the pilot. The addition of glideslope and LOC deviation
displays in the ADI attest to the importance of this information in
the primary attitude/guidance instrument. (2) This information must
be immediately available to the pilot next to his flight director
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Question 2 SWg	 ry, Conte
command bars in the most critical phase of the approach. As designed,
the unswitched and unprocessed raw infoncation is displayed in the
ADI. (3) flaw plideslope display in the ADI is an additional safe-
guard against computational error which might mis-position the upper
segment. There is no proper situation on upper segment in which the
aircraft is on upper segment and below glideslope at the same time.
(Q) As presented, the dis play is the sane as the pilot sees
when capturing IIS glideslope from above in a standard ILS.
It shculd be recognized that if this system were retrofitted into the
various air carrier fleets, any display combination which an individual
carrier might desire could be incorporated through interface and minor
equipment modifications.
Conclusions Reeardinf, Two-Sement Annunciator and Instrument Displays
A. The annunciator display and sequencing are acceptable.
Be The vertical g+zidance display is acceptable.
C. Differences exist regarding the combination of raw and computed
vertical deviation displays on the ADI and HSI. These differences
can be accommodated by interface and minor equipment modifications.
D. The cockpit location of system controls, annunciators and switches
is acceptable for a single-system installation.
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The Guoot Pilot 3vo.lwxtion suc^easfully accomplished the 01,aeetives for
which it turd boon dosiH;ned.
The puriAnipanta r r proaenLed a well.-belunced cross non Lion of cr.Cx;riencnd
industry plats. Tboir evaluation provided the confidence 1,hat the eq-
uipment and procedures could (and should) be evaluated in Lhe regular air
carrier environment by Line Pilots who became involved as the result of
normal line bidding procedures. Accordingly the system was installed in
a UAL B727-222. The FAA issued a Supplemental Type Certificate for eval-
uation of the equipment and procedures in revenue service. This evaluation
was conducted during the period 28 April-29 October 1973.
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